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Compatibility of Land Uses
For well over 100 years, local governments across the United States have exercised their zoning 

powers to separate what are thought of as “incompatible” land uses from one another by dividing 
cities and towns into specific allowable uses. Starting in 1908, when Los Angeles, California adopted 
the nation’s first citywide “use” zoning ordinance, zoning has been justified as a tool to curb nuisances, 
pollution, and to act for the public health, safety, morals, and general welfare of the people by separating 
potentially toxic industrial and commercial facilities from residential areas. Separating incompatible 
uses through “Euclidean zoning” was legally affirmed as a valid exercise of a local government’s “police 
powers” in the landmark 1926 Supreme Court case of Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co. and has been 
implemented ever since.1  

What Happens When Compatibility is Applied to People?
What happens if a local government separates races and incomes under the guise of “incompatibility”? 

For a brief time in the 1910s, local governments, particularly in the South, tried to enact racial zoning 
ordinances that explicitly segregated neighborhoods by race. The City of Baltimore, Maryland was the 
first to pass a zoning ordinance prohibiting members of one racial group from buying a house in a city 
block already occupied by members of another race.2  This ordinance was enacted as a tool for “preserving 
peace, preventing conflict and ill feeling between the white and colored races in Baltimore city, and 
promoting the general welfare of the city by providing, as far as practicable, for the use of separate blocks 
by white and colored people for residences, churches and schools.”3  This practice was short lived as by 
1917, the U.S. Supreme Court found explicit racial zoning ordinances to be unconstitutional.4  

However, a zoning ordinance does not have to mention race on its face to codify or perpetuate 
segregation. Explicit racial zoning may have been made unlawful but “race-neutral zoning that separated 
people on the basis of housing density and often restricted density altogether [is] acceptable.”5  In 1939, 
Florida became the last of the forty-eight states to adopt the Standard State Zoning Enabling Act which 

1 Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365 (1926).
2 Garrett Power, APARTHEID BALTIMORE STYLE: THE RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION ORDINANCES OF 1910-1913 (1982), available at 
https://digitalcommons.law.umaryland.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=&httpsredir=1&article=1183&context=fac_pubs/
3 Id.
4 Buchanan v. Warley, 245 U.S. 60 (1917).
5 Thomas Silverstein, Overcoming Land Use Localism: How HUD’s New Fair Housing Regulation Can Push States to Eradicate Exclu-
sionary Zoning, Univ. of Baltimore J. of Land and Development: Vol. 5: Iss. 1, Article 3 (2015), available at https://scholarworks.law.ubalt.edu/cgi/
viewcontent.cgi?article=1048&context=ubjld.
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delegated zoning powers to local governments.6  By that time, and throughout the 1940s, 50s, and 60s, 
racially restrictive covenants7, redlining, and other lawful, intentional acts had enshrined racial residential 
segregation in Florida communities. Race-neutral zoning merely continued the intentional segregation of 
the past. 

Exclusionary Zoning
In many cases, zoning merely reinforces existing neighborhood patterns – neighborhood patterns 

that largely exist because of past intentional segregation by race. Zoning ordinances tend to enshrine 
whatever land use happened to be first. And in a large part of Florida, as in much of the United States, 
the predominant land use that occurred “first” was the single-family home made possible by the federal 
government programs originally responsible for redlining.

Exclusionary zoning is a term used to describe the practice of excluding new housing development 
through a variety of land use planning policies. Exclusionary zoning, by its nature, perpetuates existing 
neighborhood character by excluding the possibly of new development. It is a tool that has been used for 
decades to keep out higher density housing, and in turn, housing that is affordable for lower-income and 
minority households.

Examples of exclusionary zoning policies include development standards such as allowable housing 
types, density requirements, onerous minimum lot size requirements, minimum square footage, 
unreasonable height restrictions, costly design standards, parking requirements, permitting fees, 
development approval processes, or other structural or administrative standards that either limit the 
number of homes that can be built in a given area or unreasonably increase the cost of development. 

For example, an unreasonable height restriction or a large minimum lot size requirement caps the 
supply of homes that can be built in a given area. A minimum square footage requirement would limit the 
development of smaller units that due to their size, might be  affordable to lower-income households. 
Restrictions on multi-family housing, manufactured housing, or other types of housing likely to be 
affordable to lower-income households can harm people of color. These artificial caps on supply reduce 
the number of potential housing units, drive up prices, and perpetuate existing housing patterns. 

An Invitation to NIMBY
Exclusionary zoning can also take form through unpredictable development processes that invite 

NIMBY (not in my backyard) opposition. Many jurisdictions have zoning codes that require subjective 
standards of “compatibility” or “consistency” with the existing surroundings. These subjective tests of 
“compatibility” or consistency with the “character” or “neighborhood scale” keep out new types and 
denser types of housing in favor of low-density, single-family homes. 

6 Nancy Stroud, A History and New Turns in Florida’s Growth Management Reform, 45 J. MARSHALL L. REV. 397 (2012), available at 
https://www.1000friendsofflorida.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Stroud-History-GM.pdf.
7 Racially restrictive covenants were declared unconstitutional in 1947 by Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1947) but had lingering 
effects on neighborhoods for decades.
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Subjective development regulations, and regulations which unduly restrict flexibility in housing types 
and densities, enables NIMBYism to thrive and allows existing patterns of segregation to continue. For 
communities that do not look all that different from the days of redlining, NIMBYism in the form of local 
land development regulations requiring a subjective test of neighborhood compatibility is a way for 
government to perpetuate the overt, intentional segregation of the past. Unnecessary public approvals 
are also a way to invite NIMBYism and stall the permitting of needed housing units. 

Originally intended as a tool to separate residential uses for more intense uses like commercial or 
industrial, local governments have taken “incompatibility” to the extreme in the context of zoning. How 
is a single-family home incompatible with a duplex or a triplex? How is a duplex incompatible with five 
attached townhomes? How is a 50-unit affordable housing development incompatible with a high-density, 
single-family neighborhood? While there are sometimes reasonable infrastructure concerns associated 
with denser development, often the only thing the makes two housing types “incompatible” is the people 
that will live in them. 

Zoning for Racial Equity
A main component of zoning for racial equity is for local government to return to the rational intent 

of zoning – which is to separate “incompatible” land uses to protect public health and safety. Housing 
should ideally be separated only from environmentally toxic uses like industrial or heavy commercial, 
not from other housing types. “Incompatibility” should not be based on subjective standards that allow 
communities to keep out newcomers based on failure to conform to existing housing types that are a direct 
result of discrimination. 

Zoning reforms will not produce immediate results; just because an area is re-zoned to allow a broader 
variety of housing types or densities, that does not mean racially and economically diverse communities 
will sprout up overnight. The public and private sector will still need to build the housing needed in the 
community. Zoning reforms that remove barriers to affordable housing supply are only one part of the 
process toward rectifying the residential segregation that impacts our communities.  
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